The Circus Is Coming! Yessir!

by Marc Donner

The Circus is coming! (Not the ASCIT elections, for gosh's sakes, but rather) the Caltech Circus, to play at Beckman next Saturday and Sunday. On Saturday the Circus will perform twice (at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.) while on Sunday the performances will begin at 1 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. On both days there will be a continuous showing of The Greatest Show on Earth in Rumsey beginning at 12:30 on Saturday and 2:30 on Sunday. Admission is free with any ticket to the Circus. At Baxter Art Gallery there will be a showing of circus lithographs (finally at Baxter Hall there will be a model display entitled World Of The Circus. The Circus tickets cost $2.00 for adults and $1.50 for children. Members of the Glee Club will be there in disguise as various and sundry clowns and such.

In a more serious vein, the third Danbury Hall Concert will be held Saturday, February 4 (in where else?) Danbury Hall. This concert will be a live version of Leonard Stein playing the harpsichord, plus Joel Kronick, cello; Jill Shires, flute; and Alan Vogel, oboe. They will produce a beautiful program of Couperin, Elliott Carter, Back and Telecomman at 8:00 p.m. on Saturday.

Also, an early reminder that Spectrum Production 3 is in Chok- hov's January and is coming soon.

News Briefs

'Inferno' Car Rallye

This Saturday night the Elsye committee for the Rallye Club is pre- senting 'INFERNO,' a skill-gim- nicks car rallye starting at the Sepulveda Dam Recreation Cen- ter parking lot in Balboa Boule- vard, one block north of the Ventura Freeway in Encino. There will be an advanced course for Experts and Intermediates, and a beginner course for Beginners and First-timers. One trophy will be awarded for every seven cars that make the Regioi. Registration is from 6 PM to 9 PM. For more information, call David Krevsky at 449-8322.

Roadblocks At The Y

Dr. Jesse Greenstein will be speaking on the topic "Roadblocks to Research: Knowledge is not Enough" in the Y lounge this Tuesday, January 30.

Humaneus Seminar on Medicine in Israel

Mr. Zedan Atashi, Consul for Information for Israel in New York, and other minorities in Israel next Tuesday at 4 p.m. in 125 Baxter.

Rumors False

A Caltech physics graduate student, Aaron J. Owens, has concluded that contrary to popular opinion, nations do not lose their creativity and inventiveness when their populations stop expanding.

In fact, "Zero Population Growth" has no adverse effect on a nation's creativity and may, under some conditions, actually enhance it. In a study of the most creative age in the lives of 90 physicists who won the Nobel Prize in their field between 1901 and 1969, Owens discovered that the most creative period was between the ages of 28 and 44 (with an average age of 36). He also found that the proportion of people between 28 and 44 is slightly greater in a stationary population, while a growing population has a higher percent- age of people under 20 years of age.

Owens found that youth is more important to creative minds in physics than to creative minds in the arts, business and politics. Also, he learned that theoretical physicists tend to do their most creative work at a younger age (by five years) than their coll- eagues who are experimentalists.

Packaging Code Is Broken Wide Open

One of the greatest issues that the consumer faces in his desire to purchase high-quality, fresh food is that of open dating. Every item in the average market (and there are over 10,000 items in the average store) is dated for freshness. Unfortunately, most dating car- ried on by most manufacturers is not for the consumer to deter- mine freshness but for the industry itself. Some of the items which we checked had codes which we were unable to decipher even with the de-coding information we had at our disposal! Of the items we could "date," all but one was "fresh" now. However, the consumer could mistakenly keep a pack- aged product too long. If the date were obvious, both market employees and consumers could cooperate to keep stale, sanit, or partly deteriorated foods out of our kitchens.

Following are explanations and examples of the four com- mon methods of code dating used by the food industry. If you are confused, don't be alarmed; just complain to the manufacturers and be sure to write to your federal and state representative to demand that open dating on all food be completely egalitarian, but reflect differentials in production. "The manufacturer is the team which produces more than another team receive more payment than the other team, and individual members of one team who work harder also receive more," and vice versa. The wage shares are determined by the workers them- selves in a mass meeting, where every worker gets a chance to express his judgement on others and object to its judgement on them.

Dr. Galston's evening presentation included many slides of the Marco Polo Bridge People's Commune, where Dr. Galston stayed last summer, and many members of the audience were amazed at the level of the standard of living. The workers on this agricultural commune lived in brick houses with glass windows, were comfortable (though rather unattractive) clothes, and obviously had enough to eat, and the commune was electrified. There were relatively few luxur- ies and the workers put in long and arduous hours, according to Dr. Galston, who tried his hand at the jobs to do, but the improvement of the peasants' lot over that in traditional China has been immense and striking.

With Nature

The commune, which had about 46,000 members, was divided into brigades of two to three thousand members and each brigade was divided into several work teams, which would have different assignments. The commune grew a great deal of wheat, some rice and vegetables, and various other products. Each commune in China is given an
Ingersoll interview and ended in the same spot. We'd like to start it again. Columns still proliferate (the Beckman series, the Critical Ear, the Four-Color Tech, etc.). What the California Tech needs now is news, sweet news. And for news the paper needs staff (the first meeting for prospective staff members is today at three in the Tech office in Winnett). Enough of promises. Write to us.

In this necessity brief, I welcome any questions of suggestions you might have.

Marc Johnson

The Drecht Team

Ira (the issue) Moskowitz was the first Tech editor in recent years to succeed himself. Since that time, the California Tech has been lucky enough to be a self-perpetuating body consistent with the time-honored lines of the U.S. House of Representatives. With the departure of the honorable Peter W. Beckman (and the long absence of poor J. J. Maltoby), our non-existent seniority system is reserved for returning editor Gavin Claypool. The Tech is also about to open two new tech editors: Eric Eichorn and Dennis Mallonie. Early on first term we started a series of interviews with professional staff: important people that began with the Dave Peisner has been filling in. "If nobody is willing to work on the 1973 book, I will have to recommend to the BOD that the Big T be allowed to die," Neches commented. "I hope anyone interested in seeing a 1973 yearbook will show up this weekend. We will be putting the finishing touches on the 1972 book, so people with no yearbook experience will have a chance to see how it's done. If not enough people show up at 1:00 Saturday, then all we can assume is that the Big T has died. "You could consider this a last plea for the Big T's survival. Anyone with even a faint interest in seeing the book continue should stop by the Tech office on Saturday or Sunday afternoon -- preferably both."

Dave Drake

I am running for the office of president out of frustration. Frustration and desire to see the job done well. The president cannot relax and assume that ASCIT will run itself. It is his job to see that the wishes of the students are exercised in the actions of the BOD. This has not always been done in the past. Decisions that are made without consulting the student body can lead to expensive ($3000) mistakes. The president must also ride herd on those with responsi-

Andy Dowsett

As ASCIT president my main goals would be:
1) To coordinate student efforts in academic reform within faculty committees, and to or-

Three Vie For Presidency

Mark Johnson

I believe the major responsibil-

Andy Dowsett

FRANKLY SPEAKING

by Phil Frank

THE ASCIT FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE

FRANKLY SPEAKING

by Phil Frank

WE MUST GO INTO VIETNAM AGAIN, MY FRIENDS AND REBUILD THAT NATION WHICH GODS COMES A WOUNDED WITH SOME BOWS NOW!

Three Vie For Presidency

Mark Johnson

Dave Drake

by Phil Frank

WORD OF THE WEEK

Max Johnson

Dave Drake
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Bryan Jack
Runs Unopposed
For ASCIT VP

In running for ASCIT VP I am seeking an office that demands competence in more than one direction. The title for the office implies, of course, that the holder is an ASCIT officer and a member of the BOD. My participation in house government and in student-faculty relations has, I believe, prepared me for the administrative demands for a post on the BOD.

The other half of the ASCIT VP’s job is the BOC chairmanship. The person who fills this delicate (and trying) position assumes, more than any other, the responsibility of protecting the Caltech community by insuring the workability and relevance of the Honor System. My membership on the BOC since my freshman year, both as house rep and as secretary, has, in my opinion, provided me with the experience and skill that will allow me to function, from my first day in office, as an effective BOC chairman.

— Bryan Jack

Phil Massey

No Longer So Broke

The following is a brief summary of the financial report given at Tueday’s BOD meeting:

Tangible assets are $10,743.79 while outstanding liabilities are $12,601.20 including $8000.00 for the Big T’s. In other words, if ASCIT had to pay all of its liabilities and liquidate all of its tangible assets, it would be in the hole by $1,857.41.

In spite of this grim news, ASCIT has been in much better shape than anyone else who was ever bothered to notice, apathy at Tech is at its usual all-time/election-time high. The duties of secretaries are many and varied and include such creative opportunities as the weekly minutes (“We voted in favor of what??”) and the answering of letters that begin “Dear Mr. Ascit, You may already be a lucky winner . . .”

Still, one of his primary functions is to increase the representation of ASCIT members on the BOD. Now, while I have nothing against apaths (“I’m an apathic fellow myself when driven to it”), I do however feel that student participation in ASCIT should be slightly encouraged. Along these lines, I would like to make clear that my door – and palm – will always be open; if anyone feels strongly (or weakly or at all) about any matter that the BOD is considering or should consider, I will be available for discussion, and I can usually be bribed as easily and inexpensively as a coke.

As for my qualifications, I can only state that it seems unlikely (if not impossible) that I will be significantly more incompetent than anyone else who was ever on the BOD.

Just remember, corruption be- longs in government, ASCIT is your government, and a little impartial dishonesty never hurt anyone.

— Philip Massey

Graft & Corruption
Key To Massey’s
ASCIT Program

As a few of you might have bothered to notice, apathy at Tech is at its usual all-time/election-time high. The duties of secretaries are many and varied and include such creative opportunities as the weekly minutes (“We voted in favor of what??”) and the answering of letters that begin “Dear Mr. Ascit, You may already be a lucky winner . . .”

Still, one of his primary functions is to increase the representation of ASCIT members on the BOD. Now, while I have nothing against apaths (“I’m an apathic fellow myself when driven to it”), I do however feel that student participation in ASCIT should be slightly encouraged. Along these lines, I would like to make clear that my door – and palm – will always be open; if anyone feels strongly (or weakly or at all) about any matter that the BOD is considering or should consider, I will be available for discussion, and I can usually be bribed as easily and inexpensively as a coke.

As for my qualifications, I can only state that it seems unlikely (if not impossible) that I will be significantly more incompetent than anyone else who was ever on the BOD.

Just remember, corruption be- longs in government, ASCIT is your government, and a little impartial dishonesty never hurt anyone.

— Philip Massey

No Longer So Broke

The following is a brief summary of the financial report given at Tueday’s BOD meeting:

Tangible assets are $10,743.79 while outstanding liabilities are $12,601.20 including $8000.00 for the Big T’s. In other words, if ASCIT had to pay all of its liabilities and liquidate all of its tangible assets, it would be in the hole by $1,857.41.

In spite of this grim news, ASCIT is in much better shape than anyone else who was ever bothered to notice, apathy at Tech is at its usual all-time/election-time high. The duties of secretaries are many and varied and include such creative opportunities as the weekly minutes (“We voted in favor of what??”) and the answering of letters that begin “Dear Mr. Ascit, You may already be a lucky winner . . .”

Still, one of his primary functions is to increase the representation of ASCIT members on the BOD. Now, while I have nothing against apaths (“I’m an apathic fellow myself when driven to it”), I do however feel that student participation in ASCIT should be slightly encouraged. Along these lines, I would like to make clear that my door – and palm – will always be open; if anyone feels strongly (or weakly or at all) about any matter that the BOD is considering or should consider, I will be available for discussion, and I can usually be bribed as easily and inexpensively as a coke.

As for my qualifications, I can only state that it seems unlikely (if not impossible) that I will be significantly more incompetent than anyone else who was ever on the BOD.

Just remember, corruption be- longs in government, ASCIT is your government, and a little impartial dishonesty never hurt anyone.

— Philip Massey

Underdog Prices
MAKE YOU HAPPY
And Giants Crazy

Griff & Massey's
ASCIT Program

Key To Massey’s
Graft & Corruption

As a few of you might have bothered to notice, apathy at Tech is at its usual all-time/election-time high. The duties of secretaries are many and varied and include such creative opportunities as the weekly minutes (“We voted in favor of what??”) and the answering of letters that begin “Dear Mr. Ascit, You may already be a lucky winner . . .”

Still, one of his primary functions is to increase the representation of ASCIT members on the BOD. Now, while I have nothing against apaths (“I’m an apathic fellow myself when driven to it”), I do however feel that student participation in ASCIT should be slightly encouraged. Along these lines, I would like to make clear that my door – and palm – will always be open; if anyone feels strongly (or weakly or at all) about any matter that the BOD is considering or should consider, I will be available for discussion, and I can usually be bribed as easily and inexpensively as a coke.

As for my qualifications, I can only state that it seems unlikely (if not impossible) that I will be significantly more incompetent than anyone else who was ever on the BOD.

Just remember, corruption be- longs in government, ASCIT is your government, and a little impartial dishonesty never hurt anyone.

— Philip Massey

No Longer So Broke

The following is a brief summary of the financial report given at Tueday’s BOD meeting:

Tangible assets are $10,743.79 while outstanding liabilities are $12,601.20 including $8000.00 for the Big T’s. In other words, if ASCIT had to pay all of its liabilities and liquidate all of its tangible assets, it would be in the hole by $1,857.41.

In spite of this grim news, ASCIT is in much better shape than three weeks ago when it looked like it was in the hole by more than $7,000.00.

If you are still interested, copies of the complete report are available in 328 Page.
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Lloyd House Party

by Malmborg N. Plano
UCLA women . . .

When was the last time any of you poor Techers ever saw one? If you’re not from the L.A. area, you probably have no idea what I’m talking about. You certainly haven’t seen any around here. Not for four years this weekend.

Well ... for one thing, your typical UCLA girl is six feet tall and has a body you can quote Shakespeare from. Thin Valkyrie, this masterpiece of engineering can, if she wishes, snap a man in twain. And yet, just as readily will fetch slippers and pipe and make him feel as if he’s a genuine monarch — if he’s earned it. Maybe it’s the ocean. Have you ever noticed that Caltech men drive forty miles to Scripps, which is to the east, and yet chose never to set foot in that smoggy basin west and south of here wherein lies most of the colleges and beautiful women of Southern California?

L.A. County General is about as far as it goes. Ask any upperclassmen about that. Frost. Maybe it’s shyness or fear of a put-down, or maybe it’s fear of the sea. (Did you know that Tech almost moved to Santa Barbara a few decades ago and didn’t?)

The Love Of Money...

Dave Peisner

When the last ASCIT treasurer took a leave of absence in December, I was appointed acting treasurer to straighten out the books. What I found was a pile of bills, very little cash in the bank, and no books at all. In the middle of the pile was a note from the treasurer saying he was sorry he made such a mess and sincerely hoped the books could be salvaged. He said he had no intentions of wrecking the ASCIT books — he just did not know how to handle them and before he knew what was happening, the books were a mess.

Over Christmas vacation, I reconstructed the books from cancelled checks and minutes of BOD meetings. I spent over one hundred hours on the books area, still finding transactions that should be included.

At this time, the books for the past year are as straight as I believe possible.

An ASCIT treasurer cannot afford to be lax in his duties. No apathy that pervades the student body. Yet, I have always thought that if I take the responsibility for something I will do a good job.

I believe I am qualified to be treasurer — I have done the job for the past month and am willing to do the job for the next year.

— Dave Peisner

Mark Boals

The office of ASCIT Treasurer is one of great trust and responsibility. The manner in which the treasurer carries out the duties of his office will determine to a large extent the nature of ASCIT in the coming year.

I am accustomed to filling positions of trust and will carry out the responsibilities of the officer of treasurer. To ensure that the next treasurer is one whom you can trust, I need your vote.

— Mark William Boals

FREE! 5 Stereo LPS Worth up to $32.90

For sample clipping and order blank send 8c.

RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA—The World’s Largest Record and Tape Club
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Three Techers Want Affairs

Robert Coleman

Richard Gruner

In an atmosphere in which academic pursuits are as strongly emphasized as they are at Caltech, a student holding the office of Director for Academic Affairs should have a wide range of influence. As a candidate for this office I would like to state a few of the problems which I will attempt to solve through the exertion of this influence if I am elected.

One major problem which I would attempt to deal with is the present design of Physics 2. Although the two track system now in effect is an improvement over its single track predecessor, more changes are needed. One possible substitute for the present system would be two completely separate courses taught on the same levels as the now existing Tracks A and B. This solution would be a major step towards removing the inequity presently created by giving student equivalent credit for obtaining similar grades in Tracks A and B.

A second problem which I think deserves attention is the lack of a basic biology curriculum within Institute required courses. Over the last several years, the academic interests of students entering Tech have become less specialized. The large increase in the number of undergraduates entering the biological option which has occurred within recent years is a reflection of an important shift in the academic interests of Techers. In recognition of this shift of interests, I feel that Institute course requirements should be altered to ensure that biological sciences are properly represented within the framework of the general science background obtained by Techers.

By the virtue of our very presence here at Tech, all of us have a strong interest in academic affairs. I will try my utmost to represent these interests properly and will work toward the creation of an environment in which the present process may operate amidst as little triviality as possible. I would very much appreciate your vote.

Richard Gruner, for the office of Director of Academic Affairs.
**The California Tech**

**HIC Chairmanship**

**Power Grubbers**

Jim Price

Mark Mariani

After service both on the BOD and in house offices, I have become convinced that house activities are much more successful when

If I am chosen HIC Chairman, I guarantee I will be competent and reliable.

-Mike Mariani

Mike Mariani

**Four Candidates For Large Director**

Many of you know me. Many others of you know me by sight. But very few of you have seen me in a position of responsibility. ASCIT Director-at-Large does not carry the responsibility that offices such as President and Vice-President do, but there is still a responsibility connected with it, and as such you should want a person to fill it that can carry responsibility. I do not know the qualifications or experience of my opponents, but I do know my own. I have handled the responsibilities of being the president of several organizations, and believe I can handle the position of Director-at-Large. I ask that you place your confidence in me and vote for me.

-Karl Kuhlmann

Karl Kuhlmann

Richard Atwater

Candidates for Director-at-Large

Gary Wakau

**Love Came To Tech; Most Students Missed It; Better Luck Next Time**

by Marc Donner

As some members of the California Tech community know, Love came to the Caltech campus last Saturday. Love was brought by a charming group of people led by Clifford Davis and Mariette Hartley who demonstrated that Shakespeare was not just "great" literature. Shakespeare was aware of life and the pleasures of living it and he expressed it often by making his characters real and alive. Unfortunately for us, the language seems so stilted and archaic to express real humor. It is rare that we can experience the performance of some of his work in his characters boldly and colorfully expressed.

On Saturday the essence of many of the things Shakespeare wrote about was presented. Davis and Hartley, with expression and tone of voice, gesture and

mance, demonstrated a fantastic understanding and versatility. They overflowed the sterile world of the High School English Teacher. Ever since the onset of Victorianism, Shakespeare's "coarser" puns and statements have been, not suppressed, but worse, ignored. It's about time the social implications of much of his work were revisited for our full appreciation! Perhaps we should add another to the already semi-infinite list of LB movements and call it "Shakespeare's Lib." This reviewer certainly hopes that actors and performances like those return soon and often to Caltech.

**"ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST FILMS"**

-Carlos Champlin, L.A. Times

-Judith Crist, NBC-TV

-Darren Sheehan, CBS-TV

-Wanda Hale, N.Y. Daily News

-Paul D. Zimmerman, Newsweek

**"SOUNDER"**

**Robert Redford George Segal**

**The Hott Rock**

**"PLAY IT AS IT LAYS"**

**HELP WANTED**

**TRANSLATORS**

with scientific training required.

All languages and disciplines. Frequent. Send resume to Box 5454, Santa Barbara, CA 93103.

**TRAVEL**

Third year of CHARTER FLIGHTS to Europe for Caltech/JPL. Contact Dr. Mandel, x 1078 or 475-7545.

**CHARTERS YEAR ROUND**

No more club fees! 50 Departs. Bring ad copy to the office, or phone ext. 2154. ASCIT bus proposal. I will continue the efforts of the Committee famous in the Bay area. The members of the group are Felton Perry (if you watch TV dramas, you've seen him), Eileen McMillan, Tony Buettner (typisn't: One suggestion: the last name of the lovely lady in question was illegible.) (reply to typist: How well can YOU spell in the tone of voice, impressionism included). The group are Felton Perry (if you watch TV dramas, you've seen him), Eileen McMillan, Tony Buettner. Their specialty is the archaic to express real humor. It is rare that we can experience life and the pleasures of living it and the expression in it, and as such you should want a person to fill it that can carry responsibility. I do not know the qualifications or experience of my opponents, but I do know my own. I have handled the responsibilities of being the president of several organizations, and believe I can handle the position of Director-at-Large. I ask that you place your confidence in me and vote for me.

-Karl J. Kuhlman

**Classified Ads**
CALTECH PRESENTS

the art of the guitar

Four favorite guitar virtuosos are presented in a series that spans the guitar repertoire from traditional and classical through flamenco to contemporary.

STUDENT SERIES OF
ALL FOUR EVENTS ONLY
$4.00

Carlos Montoya
Flamenco Guitarist
SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 1973 — 8:00 P.M.
(CIT STUDENTS: $2.00, or $5.00-4.00-3.00)
CALTECH PRICES: $5.50-4.50-3.50

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra
Nevil Marriner, Music Director and Conductor
Pepe Romero, featured soloist on guitar
SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1973 — 8:00 P.M.
(CIT STUDENTS: $2.50, or $5.75-4.75-3.50)
CALTECH PRICES: $6.25-5.25-4.00

Julian Bream
Guitar and Lute
THURSDAY, MARCH 15, 1973 — 8:00 P.M.
(CIT STUDENTS: $2.50, or $5.75-4.75-3.50)
CALTECH PRICES: $6.25-5.25-4.00

Christopher Parkening
Classical Guitarist
TUESDAY, APRIL 24, 1973 — 8:00 P.M.
(CIT STUDENTS: $1.50, or $4.50-3.50-2.50)
CALTECH PRICES: $5.00-4.00-3.00

HOW TO OBTAIN TICKETS
TICKETS ARE ON SALE NOW at the Caltech Ticket Office, 332 So. Michigan Ave., Pasadena (mailing address: Caltech Ticket Office, Pasadena, CA 91109), and at all Mutual, Liberty, and Ticketron Agencies. Phone orders, charged to Master Charge or BankAmericard credit cards may be placed by calling 793-7043 or 795-6811 ext. 1652. Ticket office hours: 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon.—Fri., and 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Sat. For information call 793-7043.
The California Tech Packaging

Continued from Page One

2. Day of the year: usually refers to the date of manufacture or delivery of the item, with no value without information regarding the storage life of the food. The digits refer to the day of the year, plant, year. January 1 is the first day of the year; April 27 is the 117th day of the year. Example: 117N1 is April 27, 1971. N is the number of years the item was manufactured.

3. Calendar subtraction: this is the reverse of the day of the year method. January 1 is the 365th day of the year. Example: 365N1 is January 1, 1971. N is the plant code.

4. Supermarket Institution Code: refers to the specific supermarket or store where the item was purchased.

5. The California Tech swimming team assignment by Peking, in this case to grow wheat and a few other products. At this time there is virtually no marketing of the commodities.

6. Education in China is mandatory at this time. Academic institutions have been established in the universities, as well as in the factories, communes, universities, and cultural communes. Students and professors in the universities, and members of the Army, which in China performs many public nonmilitary functions and in a highly covered context. Education in China is mandatory and free for elementary and secondary levels; but only 20 to 40 percent of the students get to go on to the last few years of preservice school. After these years, all students must go work for three years in some activity. Entrance into university depends on the central committee. China is based upon the recommendation made by the young person's work and in some cases, corresponding to a great extent on attitude, willingness, and work background in Marxism-Leninism, and to a lesser degree than in the West on academic achievements. At this time there is virtually nothing but practical training in Chinese universities: mechanical engineering, agricultural biology, and the like. Graduates are more or less expected to return to their previous organizations and put their knowledge at the use of their peers, although all individuals would have some say over what they will be working at in their lives. It is common to change jobs or working locations.

Yellow Journalism

Contrary to its original belief, it appears that most Chinese are happy and productive citizens. Dr. Galston reported that China has adopted an official program to create a sense of community and a collective spirit. The government has been working hard to ensure that the Chinese people are well-fed and healthy. The Chinese are known for their hard work and dedication, and they have made significant strides in modernization and economic development. The government has been successful in creating a sense of national pride and unity. The Chinese people are proud of their culture and history, and they are eager to embrace new technologies and innovations. The government has been successful in promoting a sense of national identity and a shared sense of purpose. The Chinese people are known for their hard work and dedication, and they have made significant strides in modernization and economic development. The government has been successful in creating a sense of national pride and unity. The Chinese people are proud of their culture and history, and they are eager to embrace new technologies and innovations. The government has been successful in promoting a sense of national identity and a shared sense of purpose.

Ye Olde Sports Menu:
Eat It At Interhouse Track

Friday, January 26

4:00 p.m. Swimming
Claremont-Nazmy Mudd
Cal State Los Angeles
Away
Away

3:30 to 7:00

Interhouse Track Prelims

Saturday, January 27

6:30 to 8:15

JV Basketball
Southern California College
Home
Home

Sunday, January 28

3:00 to 6:00

Varsity Tennis
Lovato
Home
Home

Monday, January 29

Interhouse Track Prelims

Tuesday, January 30

3:00 to 6:00

Varsity Tennis
Home
Home
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Tech OFFICE FIREBOMBED!

With them were the infamous Rik Smoody, Ed O'Rourke, Al Honton, Gary Wakai, Dennis Keith, Tom Prebuscher, Jeff Cordt, and possibly others. Shandrup was worried about the efficiency of the Tech staff (?) who were heard muttering through the plate glass window which the windows consist. This was too much for hard-at-work editor Gavin Claypool to take. He circled around to the northeast corner of Winnett followed by a horde (2) of us. With cries of “Get em!” I foolishly tried to tackle Smoody as Claypool took the Okie (O’Rourke) and Smoody grabbed hold of Wakai. The Tech was routed. Foolishly trusting the Page Dudes (were they not from the same house as Pete Beckman and myself?) we allowed them to come into the office for a visit. In innocent fun Claypool, Beckman, and I attempted to trash the Okie (O’Rourke) as Bad-Hearted Business Manager Marvin Mandelbaum frowned in amusement. It was to no avail. As we reached the trapping point we discovered that O’Rourke had used the diversion to carry out his insidious plot. The barrel was on fire! We couldn’t risk dropping the Okie in—in there was already too much fly ash around then.

Mandelbaum put out the fire with Fester Fluid, and the vagabondsedd off toward the east, ready to wreak wretched upon Scott Denbina.

They came back! Storming the outside door, they smashed through a despicable defense by Claypool. Inside the office, the remaining firesome (sports editor) Klark Krake had by that time) attempted to barricade the door. Releasing our hold, the Maggards headed off toward the east, only to be caught in a lively exchange...